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Highlights

Learn how to access cloud data
from Google Takeout

Cloud data today plays as much of an important role
in investigations as the data from digital devices. With
mountains of data being backed up, posted on social media
channels, or simply uploaded and stored on the cloud for file
sharing, investigators understand the benefit of investigating
this arena - approximately 81 percent of law enforcement
employees report they actively use social media as an
investigation tool1.

Watch the video here:
https://vimeo.com/236550150/ddae03fe92

UFED Cloud Analyzer 6.2, expands your cloud evidence
reach with new access to popular cloud storage applications
and social media platforms, in accordance with the laws of
local jurisdictions.
UFED Cloud Analyzer 6.2 enables you to:
• Gain access to evidence in the iCloud backup from mobile
devices running iOS 11 or higher.
• Access Google’s Takeout, and extract personal information
on a subject from many Google supported applications.
• Expand your case’s social media evidence with user account
info from LinkedIn.
• Extract and preserve critical case information from the
popular cloud storage provider, Box.

1 - http://www.orlandosentinel.com/news/breaking-news/os-cops-social-media
fight-crime-hoaxes-20160606-story.html

Gain access to evidence in the iCloud
backup from mobile devices running iOS
11 or higher
Today, many agencies struggle to get into iPhones and other
Apple devices. The majority simply do not have the tools or
funds, which can delay investigations and result in a cold case.
But with UFED Cloud Analyzer 6.2, users can access
information that was previously backed up to the iCloud using
the subject’s user name and password or iCloud backup token
extracted from the subject’s PC via the UFED Cloud Analyzer PC
extraction tool.
Access to a locked phone’s iCloud backup can provide valuable
case information. Obtain data from: Attachments, Calendar, Call
history, Camera roll, Contacts, Device info, Notes, Messages,
Social communication and more.
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Access Google’s Takeout Service and
extract personal information on a subject
from many Google supported
applications in a single extraction
One of Googles many diverse range of services is Google
Takeout – a service that enables users to download everything
in a zip file from personal Google accounts, including
documents and pictures, to ‘Takeout’ which can then be backed
up to a computer.
UFED Cloud Analyzer 6.2 provides access to newly supported
data sources as well as the data held in the Google applications
and backed up into the Google Takeout.
Newly supported data sources include: YouTube, Keep, Fit,
Google+ Circles, Hangouts and Profile data.
Supported Google Takeout applications include: Calendar,
Chrome, Contacts, Drive, Gmail, Google Photos, Location
History and Tasks.

Industry exclusive: Expand your case’s
social media evidence with a subject’s
user account info from LinkedIn
With 467 million members2, and more than 30,000 long form
posts published every week3, LinkedIn is one of the leading
social platforms in the world. UFED Cloud Analyzer 6.2 is the
only solution in the market to date that can provide access
to a user’s account; allowing investigators to gain critical
insights from conversations, reported work experience from
the suspect’s bio/CV, and other information that may be critical
to a case.
Extracted information includes: Contacts, chat messages and
any attachments from within the chat, comments by the user
and the post they were on including attachments, posts by the
user including any attachments, profile details, and details of
‘who viewed your profile’.

2 - http://www.jeffbullas.com/25-linkedin-facts-and-statistics-you-need-to-share/
3 - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/linkedin-numbers-2017-statistics-meenakshi-chaudhary/
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Don’t just think outside the Box,
get critical data from inside
Today, Cellebrite is supporting some of the leading
cloud storage providers, including Dropbox, Google Drive,
OneDrive, iCloud Drive and now Box – a very popular cloud
storage service, Box has more than 41 million users, and
74,000 businesses use Box to manage content in the cloud.
UFED Cloud Analyzer 6.2 aids authorized persons to access a
suspect’s files, with or without a password, and extract photos
that were taken on his device and automatically synced to the
cloud, including personal documents and more.

